MESWG 11th Teleconference
28-May 2013
07:00-08:00 UTC

Attendees: Mohamed El-Bashir, Fahd Batayneh, Manal Ismail, Christine Arida, Charles Saban, Sarmad Hussain.

Summary of discussions:
• Discussion mainly revolved around the poll results that were sent by Sarmad prior to the call;
• Two aspects of the discussion are noteworthy: (1) How do we look at those numbers; should we look at each quarter and pick actions with the highest votes; or should we look at accumulative numbers (as suggested by Sarmad and articulated in his email); in either case what do we do with actions that scored low, should we take them out of the first year's plan; (2) What do we do next; how do we take this table (poll results) to the next level; do we want to see if some actions / activity can be merged;
• On the first aspect, the group is yet to decide which way to go;
• On the second aspect, the group agreed that there was a need to go one level down and look at potential activities under each proposed action, and for each activity identify recourses, partners, venue / place, and target audience; this can be done once the group agree on the criteria of selecting actions (1);
• Next steps: Group will continue the discussion over the mailing list; a comment was made about need to interact more over email, especially that the call quality has become challenging for some participants.

End of call.